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Amb. Juan B, Sosa
Consul General of Panama in Houston

Panama is hot! In the last three months, the Panama Canal announced
record tonnage and income for FY 2018, His Holiness Pope Francis
visited Panama together with one quarter million pilgrims, the Tocumen
International Airport opened new gates, the Colon Free Zone is way into
its recovery, and the country is preparing for a new peaceful election in
May, replicating the last five elections. Also, baseball is back in Panama!
In January, Mariano Rivera, the holder of several records for a reliever,
was inducted into the Hall of Fame, the second Panamanian to be
honored, after Rod Carew. Moreover, Rivera was the first player ever to
be elected with one hundred percent of the votes, a feat never achieved
before. The induction ceremony will be held in Cooperstown, New York,
in July. Rivera threw the first pitch in another milestone, the Caribbean
Series, played in Panama in February after it was ruled that Venezuela
was not in condition to host the series. The Toros de Herrera,
represented Panama and won the series, second time for Panama after
in won sixty-nine years ago, and first time Panama participated in the
series since 1960. The dramatic win, which included wins over perennial
powerhouses Cuba, Dominican Republic, Venezuela, and Puerto Rico,
means that baseball is back in Panama! Lastly, at the annual meeting of
the Consular Corps of Houston in February, I was honored to be selected
as the new Dean of the Consular Corps, a privilege that is appreciated.

HISTORIC VISIT OF POPE FRANCIS TO PANAMA

His Holiness Pope Francis visited Panama on January 23-27 to celebrate “Youth World Day”, a pilgrimage that takes
place very two years. A quarter of a million pilgrims visited Panama and the country registered a per capita tourist
record, also in the percentage of pilgrims that were welcomed at private homes and in registering visitors from all
over the world, especially from the Americas. Portugal has been selected as the host of the 2021 World Youth Day.

PANAMA TURNS 500 YEARS OLD

On August 15, Panama City will celebrate its five hundredth anniversary. The old city, founded in 1519, was the first
Spanish settlement in the Pacific and served as a starting point for the Spanish conquest of the Pacific South and Central
America. At an early age, Panama City became a trade corridor connecting with the city of “Portobelo” in the Atlantic and
was a transiting point for goods to South America and gold to Spain, which lured English pirates to Panama. After the city
burned in 1671, under an attack by pirate Henry Morgan, it was rebuilt in 1673 in what is today the “Casco Antiguo” (Old
quarter), an eclectic neighborhood of colonial homes which has become one of Panama’s main tourist attractions.
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PANAMA CANAL BREAKS RECORD IN FISCAL YEAR 2018

The Panama Canal broke a record in 2018 with 442 million Panama
Canal tons, an increase of 9.5% over 2017. The strong showing
was led by liquid petroleum, natural liquified gas, containers,
chemical tankers, and vehicle & gas carriers. The main routes were
Asia-US East/Gulf Coast, West Coast of South America-Europe,
West coast of Central America-East Coast/Gulf of U.S., and
intercoastal South America. The main country users were the
United States, China, Mexico, Chile, and Japan.
CHINA EVALUATING PANAMA AS LATIN AMERICAN GATEWAY

The President of China Xi Jinping visited Panama in early
December with government officials and representatives of the
private sector. Last June, Panama signed twenty-eight bilateral
agreements with China, setting the foundation for increased
cooperation especially within the framework of the Silk Road
Economic Belt and the 21 Century Maritime Silk Road Initiative.
Panama is also negotiating a Free Trade Agreement with China

MINISTER OF MARITIME AFFAIRS JORGE
BARAKAT SPEAKS AT PANAMA WEEK TEXAS 2018

The Consulate of Panama in Houston
and the U.S.-Panama Business Council
hosted “Panama Week Texas 2018” in
late November 2018. Jorge Barakat
Pitty, Minister of Maritime Affairs and
Administrator of the Panama Maritime
Authority gave the keynote speech at
the
“Diplomatic-Business”
lunch
describing the advances of the Panama
Ship Registry in the last few years.

CRUISE TERMINAL IN THE PACIFIC

The Panama Maritime Authority is building a cruise terminal in the
Pacific at a cost of $165 million. MSC’s Executive Chairman,
Pierfrancesco Vago, visited Panama to assess the progress of the
terminal. MSC has more than two hundred ships in the Panama
Registry and is the fastest growing cruise company in the last ten
years. In the photo Chairman Vago with president Juan Carlos
Varela and the Minister of Maritime Affairs Jorge Barakat Pitty.

PANAMA CANAL PLANS LOGISTICS CLUSTER

The Panama Canal is developing the first phase of a logistics
cluster in 132 acres next to Centennial Bridge, which will connect
with ports in the Atlantic. This is part of the 2900 acres assigned
to the cluster. Building of infrastructure around the project will
begin soon. The first phase is designed for dry goods and the
building of a road for cargo along the canal connecting the PSA
port in the west side of the Canal. The second phase will include
refrigerated cargo and work is contemplated for a ro-ro operation
for cars and a LNG redistribution terminal. The Canal is also
working in tourism projects in the Atlantic and Pacific side.

PANAMA-HOUSTON
TRANSPORTATION CLUSTER IN THE WORKS

Panama and Houston, Texas have a “Strategic Partnership”
anchored by the relationship between the Port of Houston and
the Panama Canal, also between the Bush Intercontinental
Airport and Tocumen. John Moseley, Chief Commercial
Operating Officer of the Port of Houston and Amb. Juan B.
Sosa, have begun work in the creation of a Transportation
cluster with the objective of maximizing opportunities.

SEADRILL SELECTED BY THE PANAMA SHIP
REGISTRY FOR ITS EXCELLENCE AWARD 2019
Seadrill, the main offshore drilling
company in the Panama Ship
Registry, was selected by the Panama
Maritime Authority, host of the
Panama Ship Registry, with the 2019
Excellence Award, which will be
presented at the Panama Maritime
conference in March 2019 in Panama
City. Seadrill works mainly with the
Consulate of Panama in Houston and
its
Compliance
director,
Jason
Manhold, is Co-Chair of the Maritime
Advisory Committee of the consulate.

BUSINESS, TRADE, AND INVESTMENT
PANAMA PROJECTS ECONOMIC GROWTH OVER 5% IN 2019

The economy of Panama is projected to grow over 5% in 2019,
supported by the activities of the Panama Canal, transportation,
mining, and telecommunications. Other areas that will impact
the economy positively are the tourism generated by the “World
Youth Day”, an increase in the construction sector, and tourism
thanks to the expansion of Tocumen Airport and the Amador
Convention Center. Two challenges that could affect Panama’s
growth is a trade war between the United States and China and
the strengthening of the dollar which would affect the
purchasing power of other economies.
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COLON FREE ZONE CONTINUES TO REBOUND

PANAMA TO BECOME A COPPER EXPORTER

The Colon Free Zone, largest in the world after Hong Kong, continues
to rebound, posting a 6.5% increase in 2018 with transactions of
$20.9 billion, especially in the last six months of the year, as a result
of a global economic recovery and the modernization of the zone in
the last few years which has attracted new buyers, developed logistics
operators, increased sales to tourists, and expanded operations in
Central America and the Caribbean. China is the #1 seller to the Colón
Free Zone followed by Singapore and the United States.

As First Quantum’s Cobre Panamá prepares to begin production
in 2019, it expects to produce 150,000 tons in 2019, increasing
to 270-300,000 tons in 2020 and 330-350,000 in 2021. In due
time, Fist Quantum expects to shift most of its production from
Zambia to Panama. Cobre Panamá is a large open-pit copper
project 75 miles west of Panama City and fourteen miles from
the Caribbean Coast. The concession comprises 33,000 acres.

TOCUMEN IS THE LARGEST AIRPORT IN LATIN AMERICA

SOLAR PARK INNAUGURATED IN CHIRIQUI, PANAMA

Tocumen International Airport inaugurated Terminal 2, increasing
the airport’s capacity from 12 million passengers to twenty-five
million expected in 2025. It has thirty-two gates at a cost of over
$800 million, bringing the total gates in the airport to sixty-six.
Tocumen has four hundred flights a day to eighty-seven destinations
in thirty-seven countries, distributed among twenty-three airlines
and is recognized as one of the best connecting hubs in the world.

With the presence of Panama’s president Juan Carlos Varela
and former U.S. president Bill Clinton, the Ikakos Solar Park
was inaugurated in the western province of Chiriquí. The park,
with 138,960 solar panels, has a potential to generate 40
Megawatts and once it operates to capacity, it will supply
electricity to the equivalent of 30,000 homes and save 56,836
tons of CO2. The project, divided in four sectors, covers 240
acres and was built at a cost of approximately $50 million.

PANAMA REACTIVATES ITS AGRICULTURAL SECTOR

Banapiña, a subsidiary of Del Monte, has started exports of banana
from its Chiriquí project. Approximately 15,000 cases will be exported
each week to the west coast of the United States from the port of
Caldera in Costa Rica. Banapiña has a concession of 11,400 acres.
These exports, added to the exports of banana from the Atlantic Coast,
are pushing banana to approximately 15% of Panama’s exports. This is
a big boost to the economy of Barú District that has been economically
hurt since banana production was stopped years ago. In another front,
Panama exported 6,4000 boxes of pineapples to Turkey and three
companies, Verba Odrec, Apsecu and Primero Cuarenta Group,
attended the Fruit Logistics Fair in Berlin and formalized several
transactions to export pineapple and watermelon to European countries.

TEXAS AND PANAMA
GRULAC EXPANDS ITS SCOPE

GRULAC (Grupo Latinoamericano Consular) had its quarterly
meeting in February and established a far-reaching agenda.
Thirteen countries were present at the meeting coordinated by
Panama’s Consul General Amb. Juan B. Sosa. GRULAC will be
organizing a “Gateway to the Americas” conference in September.

LIBERTY LATIN AMERICA ANNOUNCES
NEW CENTER OF OPERATIONS IN PANAMA

Liberty Latin America, owner of 49% of the shares of Cable &
Wireless Panama, announced that is establishing a new
operations center in Panama, where it will coordinate
activities for twenty countries of Latin America and the
Caribbean. The new operation will generate five hundred jobs
in the next five years. Liberty Latin America plans to leverage
Panama’s economic stability and its profile as a logistics hub
in the region with great physical and digital connectivity.
SOSA ELECTED DEAN OF THE HOUSTON CONSULAR CORPS

Amb. Juan B. Sosa, Consul General of Panama in Houston, was elected
new Dean of the Consular Corps of Houston at its Annual Meeting on
February 7, replacing Sultan A. Al Angari from Saudi Arabia, that is
leaving for a new post. The Houston Consular Corps is the third largest
in the United States after Washington, DC and New York City.
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MEETING WITH TEXAS CONGRESSMAN TED OLSON

Amb. Juan B. Sosa, Consul General of Panama, met with U.S.
representative Ted Olson of the 22nd district of Texas.
Congressman Olson was Vice Chair of the Energy Subcommittee
in Congress during the 105 Congress and as such is interested in
the impact of the Panama Canal in the transiting of hydrocarbons
including crude oil, LNG, LPG, resins, refined products, and
others. Ports of Texas including the ports of Houston, Sabine Pass,
Port Freeport and Corpus Christi are key to oil & gas products that
have helped the United states become an exporter of oil & gas.

PANAMANIAN VETERANS ASSOCIATION INAUGURATED
Under the leadership of Ricardo
Johns, the Panamanian Veterans
Association was inaugurated in
Sugarland, Texas on November 10,
2018 with a Gala Dinner. Amb.
Juan B. Sosa, Consul General of
Panama,
gave
the
keynote
remarks. In the photo, Ricardo
Johns with Amb. Sosa. Many
Panamanians have served in the
U.S. Armed Forces with distinction.

PANAMANIAN ALL-STARS IN TEXAS
DR. CARLOS R. ORDOÑEZ

Dr. Carlos Ordoñez is Associate Professor in the Department of
Physics at the University of Houston. He received his PhD at
the University of Texas and has been associated with the
University of Houston since 1997. Dr. Ordoñez has a long-term
interest in quantum field theory and effective lagrangians, its
applications in particle, and gravitational physics. His work has
been supported by the National Science Foundation, the state
of Texas, and more recently by the U.S. Army. In 2006-2008,
Dr. Ordoñez was named a scholar in the internationally
renowned Kavli Institute of Theoretical Physics. In 2009, the
American Physical Society elected him as a Fellow.

PANAMA – MECCA OF SPORTS

COMMUNITY RELATIONS
NATIONAL MONTH

On December 1, the Panama Consulate celebrated with
Panamanians in the region November’s National Month,
Mother’s Day that is celebrated in Panama on December 8,
and the Christmas holidays. The well-known Panamanian
musician from San Antonio, Galo Gutierrez and his group,
pleased the many families that attended. Two tickets of Air
China Houston-Panama were raffled and Goya Foods
provided several baskets of its leading brands to be raffled.
BOQUETE, RETIREES HAVEN

The town of Boquete, in the highlands of Panama, has become one
of the most attractive retiree havens in the world. It is also well
known for the “Flowers Fair”, in the month of January. Above, a
photo of one of the remarkable flower arrangements at the fair.

BETSY I. AQUIN CAMERON

Betsy Aquin Cameron served as Board Chair of the San Antonio
Council for International Visitors and recently was recognized as
a Yellow Rose of Texas by the state. Betsy retired from the City
of San Antonio where she worked as an International Business
Manager supporting two-way trade and investment opportunities
for San Antonio’s three foreign offices. She was born and raised
in Panama and has a degree from Georgia Tech and a Masters
from the University of Oklahoma. Betsy enjoyed a career with
the Panama Canal for several years before moving to Texas. She
is a member of “Pro Panama”, an advisory group created by the
Consulate of Panama in Houston.
PANAMA WINS THE CARIBBEAN SERIES

MARIANO RIVERA ELECTED TO BASEBALL’S HALL OF FAME
Mariano Rivera was elected in January to
baseball’s Hall of Fame, the second
Panamanian after Rodney Carew that is
elected. Moreover, Rivera is the only player
ever to be elected to the HoF with 100% of
the votes, a remarkable achievement.
Rivera owns numerous records and is
considered the best reliever that ever
played the game. He will be inducted in
Cooperstown, NY on July of this year.

Panama stunned the Latin America baseball world by winning the
Caribbean Series over powerhouses Cuba, Venezuela, Dominican
Republic, Puerto Rico, and Mexico. It was the first time that
Panama participated in the Caribbean Series since 1960 and did it
only because Venezuela was considered risky to play and Panama
offered to host it. The championship game was won 3-1 over Cuba.

